Why clean & dry?

- Dormitories
- Communal living groups
- Apartments

Your current kitchen sink.
61% Based on survey of 120 university students and young professionals

56%

- Quick
- Portable
- Reliable
- Energy efficient

Based on survey of 120 university students and young professionals
Easy Dish

- Dish washer/dryer for single place setting
- Simple mechanical interface
- High pressure soapy water and air
Easy Dish

- Inspired by Dyson Airblade
- Air squeegee pushes air off, not evaporation
- Ergonomic, easy to use
Specifications

• Air: 70-125 psi
• Power: 1000-1500 W
• Water: faucet pressure
Future Goals

- Explore more air nozzles
- Accommodate variety of dish shapes
- Pump and compressor
- Consider water source and storage
Questions?